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Abstract

A-SS RL/Varian-Associates-built, one-and-a-half car- RUIRmi
ity, microwave, thermionic-cathode gun has operated on im/iL_,Ui

the SSRL Injector Linac reliably without changing the mmmmmm_MmcathodeforoverI0,000hours,withno significantdecrease

in emission. Thus, for a pulsed electron beam, with a mm(,immmvJmki(m

maximum of 0.5 A peak at 2 to 3 MeV from a 3.5 MW m&mmmmmL$1mpeak rf pulse of 2 ps pulse width at 10 pps, the appar-

ent but small amount of back bombardment of the cath- _BR
ode has been tolerak e. Use of a bunch-compression alpha

magnet and a _tripline chopper after the gun produces the
required S-band 3 to 5 microbunches of electrons for injec-
tion into a standard 10-m-long linac and on into a booster
synchrotron, which in turn is used to fill SPEAR. Compo-
nent limitations and operating characteristics of the gun
and the linac's rf system are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are four thermonic-cathode, microwave guns of
the SSRL/VA/AET type [1,2,3] in existence, designatnd
by the following model numbers: SSRL 1, SSRL 2, MG-
200, and MG-300, and listed here in the order in which -_,: 742OA

they were built. SSRL 1 is being used as the source for Figure 1. Incident (full pulse) and reflected (with a
SSRL's injector for SPEAR, and has logged over 10,000 porch) rf power pulses from the rf gun, 0.5 ps/div,
hours of operation on the linac. SSRL 2 has been operat- (a) [upper left] with the heater off and a 10 mW peak
ing for over 1000 hours as the source for a couple of exper- pulse from a signal generator (the incident pulse is not
iments at HEPL on the Stanford campus [4]. Both MG- shown in the oscillograph), (b) [upper right] with the
200 and MG-300 were built for ANL's new APS facility heater off and a 3.5 MW peak incident pulse, (c) [lower
that is still under construction, and have not been tested left] with the heater on at its normal, 9.0 W, operating
yet. After testing, one is expected to serve as a secondary level and a 3.5 MW peak incident pulse and (d) [lower
source [5]. Some discussion of the operating characteristics right] with the heater at 10 W and a 3.5 MW incident
of SSRL 1 follows. The complete layout of the SSRL linac's pulse.

rf system has been described elsewhere [6,7]. This system
has behaved reasonable well, with the exception of some pulsed time on. The rf gun and accelerator section fill
modulator reliability problems, and some outgassing and times are factors that have to be coordinated, since the
arcing problems. The arcing problems, described below, same klystrons and modulators supply the whole rf net-
seem mainly to have been associated with one particular work. Five time constants for the rf gun standing-wave
accelerator section and load. cavities are about 1.5 ps, and the linear fill time of the

travelling-wave accelerator sections is about 0.8 ps, so a

II. THE LINAC'S RADIO FREQUENCY 2-ps-long rf pulse with a nominal 1.5 ps flat top is suffi-
GUN PERFORMANCE cient for operation. The gun cavity Qo = 14,000, as calcu-

lated from a slotted line measurement of/3 = 4.4 and from

The linac receives nominally three 120 MeV bunches determining the pulse decay time from Fig. l(a), which
of 4 x I0 s electrons each, with a bunch spacing of 350 ps, shows the reflected signal from the rf gun with the heater
at a repetition rate of 10 Hz from a chopper, alpha mag- off and a square, signal-generator-level, incident pulse.
net and rf gun source. Thus, the gun only has to pro- Within measurement accuracy, the values of Qo and _ are
duce a steady beam for a relatively short time during its the same after 10,000 hours of operation as when built.

*Work supported by Department of Energy contract Figure l(b) shows the incident and the reflected signals
DE--AC03-76SF00515 and the Office of Buid Energy Sciences, from the gun, also with the heater off, but with a high-
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ideal with the much-less-than-square incident pulse from a in the gun's drive, rectangular waveguide network arcs oc-
modulator pulse forming network. Figure l(c) shows the casionally, abruptly dropping the incident signal's ampli-
same signals with the heater set at its normal operating tude. As a result, the reflected signal (actually only an
point, which result in a beam-loaded reflected signal. It emitted signal from the cavity remains) rises sharply, then
should be noted here that the cathode is run temperature- decays with the cavity's time constant, as the theory says.
limited in order to obtain the desired current from rf accel- Thus, there is reason to believe that the unexplained pulse

crating fields that allow the alpha magnet-to-bunch length shapes of some of the previous figures are real.
compress a few microbunches most effectively for injection The gun's first cathode died at an early age while un-
into the linac [2],[3]. If the heater power is increased by dergoing initial beam tests in one of Varian Associates'
10%, the same signals are as shown in Fig. l(d). Clinac test cells under high rf fields and a long pulse length

It seems that the heavier the beam-loading, the ear- (close to 6 MW for 6/_s). The initial test setup was not
lier the beginning of the rise in the reflected signal (from a fully instrumented with vacuum interlocks, so the appar-
steady, beam-loaded state to the cavity discharging state ent cause of failure was from poor vacuum during excessive
that accompanies turn off of the incident pulse). This phe- processing discharges and excessive heating of the cath-
nomenon, together with the continually rising shape of the ode due to back bombardment. The gun's rectangular-
gun output current pulse, as seen in Fig. 2(a), may be an waveguide ceramic window cracked and the poisoned cath-
indication of the effects of back bombardment [8], and/or ode was found to be severely crevassed in some areas. Be-
off-resonance-rf driving, or something else. The SSRL 1 fore the failure, the heater power supply could be com-
gun has never had to use a bias or deflecting magnet to di- pletely turned off once emission was established, which is
vert the back-bombarding beam away from the cathode to a good indication of self-heating from back bombardment.

prevent overheating. The SSRL 2 gun, which is being run With a long pulse and high fields, the current out of the
at higher power and is being studied extensively for such gun was found to increase exponentially after about 3 or

4 ps into the pulse. Thus the initial plateau value that waseffects, is operated with a deflecting magnet [8], as was one
of the earliest rf guns [9]. reached some 2 to 3 ps into the pulse would rise to triple

or quadruple the current before pulse breakup occurred at
about 4 to 5 ps, from yet some other undiagnosed instabil-
ity. Subsequent tests of the gun on the linac have resulted

_l_mmiii'_'--m __mmmEii--m in relatively st able sp eration with less th an4M V¢ of peak
_i_Umuum d_ilnmmmuu rf drive power to the gun at 10 pps and a2 ,s pulse width.

ni_mmlln m__mnlJn The more than 10,000 hours now logged on the second

nm__i_$1m nm_/mvJm cathode have been under these less strenuous running con-ditions. It seems that rf guns with thermionic-cathodes do

_mm__llu[_ __m__[_ n have some interesting quirks that could bear further study.

nummHIInIIIP aIN III.ACCELERATOR SECTION AND RADIO

,.,nummannn mnnlauntul LOADPERFORMANCE
mmmmmmm mmmmm__ The linac's three, 3-m-long, accelerator sections and
.:,. _4_o^ rf loads were purchased from IHEP in Beijing, PRC. They

Figure 2. Current pulse (upper and inverted) directly have performed very well, with the exception of a not-
out of the rf gun as compared in time, 0.5 ys/div, to very-well understood arcing and outgassing problem that

(a) [left] the gun reflected rf power pulse (lower), and occurred almost exclusively with one load. This problem
(b) [right] the current pulse (lower) after being scraped manifested itself in terms of high reflected power signals
and compressed by the alpha magnet, from either within the guide or from the kanthal-coated,

vacuum, rectangular-waveguide load of the SLAC-type.
Another complication occurs with 'the timing of the Most kanthal loads of this type are notorious sources of

compressed current pulse out of the alpha magnet, in com- prolonged outgassing and multipactoring. Thus, to be safe
parison with current directly out of the gun, as seen in after exposure to air and before rf processing, all the loads
Fig. 2(b). The amplitude of the former is reduced from are treated with a 160°C dry nitrogen bake for 24 hours
that of the latter by a low-energy tail scraper. Computer and then with a 160°C vacuum bake for several days.
calculations undoubtly predict that the maximum in the The duration of the vacuum bake depends upon the pump

high energy portion of the current pulse occurs before full down rate.
beam loading. However, since measurements of the rf field Some tests of a load on a SLAC klyston test stand in-
levels in the two cells of the gun during operation is only dicated a VSWR that increased from 1.05:1 at signal gem

possible with MG-200 and MG-300 (which have coupling erator power levels to 1.26:1 at 0.1 MW peak, and to over
loops built into them), this will have to wait for computer 4:1 at 8 MW. peak. A permanent magnet passed along the
model verification. It turns out that, for 3.75 MW of in- length of the load could change the VSWR and the out-
cident power some component (a faulty vacuum window?) gassing rate considerably, suggesting some sort of discharge



phenomenon. The high reflected power signals could be [4] Private communication with R. H. Pantell and H.
processed away, but they have also occasionally returned, Wiedemann, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.
so the problem load has been replaced by a water load [5] M. Borland, "An Improved Thermionic Microwave
with double ceramic windows with a "guard vacuum" in Gun and Emittance-Preserving Transporting Line,"
between. The guard vacuum is instrumented to hopefully Procedings of the1993 Parti,'ie Accelerator Confer-
give an early warning of any impending water-to-vacuum ence, Washington, D.C.
leaks. An improved, high peak power, high vacuum load [6] M. Borland et al., "Design and Performance of the
with external water cooling is being sought. Some ideas Travelling-Wave Beam Chopper for the SSRL Injec-
and designs are on the horizon [10]; currently, they are in tor," Conference Record of _he i991 IEEE Particle
the process of being incorporated into a readily available Accelerator Conference, Vol. 2, pp. 976-8.

proven product [11]. [7] J.N. Weaver et al., "The Linac and Booster rf Systems
for a Dedicated Injector for SPEAR," ibid., pp. 969-
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